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Message from
the President
Dear Friends,
Welcome to the second edition of
DAWG Tales. Did you know we post our
newsletters under our website’s DAWG
Tales “button”? Easy to refer to all your
dog loving friends!
We hope our newsletter is helpful to
readers who are planning to adopt or who
already have dogs. In each issue, we offer
safety, health, and training topics for dogs
of any age, because you can always teach
an old dog new tricks. We mean YOU, as
well as your fuzzy friend!
I’m writing this first letter of 2004 with
a critical topic in mind. In fact, if dog
owners would practice my recommendation, there would be little need for shelters
or rescue organizations like DAWG.
Most people expect a dog will be an
obedient, social companion who will
attend to their every desire. In fact, dogs
are amazing in their adaptability to our
lifestyles. Yet when a dog acts not as we
expect but as a dog, people react with
disappointment and frustration. At times,
the result is that a dog is taken to a shelter, or kept but ostracized. Nothing could
be worse for a dog desperate to please.
The result: anxiety, bad behavior for
attention, and misery on the part of the
dog and owner.
Most dogs are brought to shelters
because of a major misfire in communications. We who rescue can take only a
small portion of these dogs to the next
level….and then it’s up to the adopter.
Understanding and maintaining a good
relationship with a newly-adopted dog can
be relatively simple, provided communication is effective and the dog’s needs are
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met. Welcoming a dog of any age into a
home requires preparation beyond buying
toys, collars, and cute bedding. We expect
people to research the psychology and
fundamental principles of obedience training prior to a new dog’s arrival. From the
beginning, a dog must be shown kind,
clear, consistent, and firm leadership.
When DAWG representatives meet
with applicants in their homes prior to an
adoption, they offer hands-on techniques
and reading materials to support the
adopter’s understanding. We suggest that
a new dog settle in for a few days before
enlisting the help of a trainer, even when
an adopter is experienced. A professional
trainer can assess effectiveness of the
communication, help with mistakes, and
create a higher level of understanding to
ensure a happy, lasting relationship.
Of course, dog training is really “people training”—you and every family
member, right down to children old
enough to participate. (We discourage
adoptions when children are very young).
The dog’s “pack” is the entire family,
which must be above the dog in pack
order. So don’t plan to send your dog to
doggie boot camp, where someone else
trains your dog, and then expect your dog
to respond to your commands. Training
starts in the home, and every family
member must participate!
Are there bad trainers? YES. Trainers
who don’t handle a dog appropriately (i.e.,
harsh with a gentle dog), who don’t immediately connect with your dog, and about
whom you have any doubts, are not for
you and your dog. Please contact your ve terinarian and talk to pet owners for trainer
referrals. We also ask that you recommend trainers to us, so that we can suggest
them to other adopters and dog owners.

So whether you are planning to adopt
or you have a dog who “drives you
crazy,” you can make it work…if you
contact a trainer. Please do so without
delay, and establish or restore one of the
best friendships you’ll ever have!

Sincerely,
Joan Marshall
President

Nikki Needs Your HELP!
This loving senior was dealt the worst of
blows: her pregnant “mom” died of a
heart attack, and her “dad” left her in his
empty home (cared for by a relative) so
he could start a new life. These catastrophes would be unbearable to any
dog...but to a senior, these losses were
devastating. DAWG recognizes the value
of a dog’s life at any age, so we took
Nikki in. We were shocked by her significant weight loss and listlessness when
Nikki arrived. Fortunately, after a month
of being in a loving foster home, Nikki’s
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eyes are shining, and she has regained
most of her weight. She is funny, happy,
and playful. She also is glued to her fosters, obviously never sure that they will
abandon her.
In the meantime, DAWG is providing
comprehensive veterinarian services to
monitor Nikki’s health, particularly
because she was diagnosed with chronic
active hepatitis related to auto-immune
disease. The condition is not curable, but
drug therapy can make her comfortable.
DAWG covers all costs of care for Nikki
(currently about $200/month for diagnostics and medications), so that Nikki’s
golden years are the best years of her life.
Please help Nikki by sending a donation
to Best Dawg Rescue, PO Box 34213,
Bethesda, MD 20827.

HEALTH...Caring for Animals
by Joan Marshall, Medical Director
INTESTINAL PARASITES
Cats and dogs can
serve as unwilling
hosts to many tiny
organisms that benefit
from living in their
intestines. Four groups of
worms—roundworms, tapeworms, hookworms, and
whipworms—and a few
species of single-cell organisms, such
as coccicidia and giardia, are the most
common.
There are many ways your animal can
become infected including:
• drinking contaminated water
• coming into contact with other infected
animals
• coming into contact with infected feces
• getting bitten by fleas
• nursing from an infected mother
Any dog or cat can become infected
with intestinal parasites, but puppies and
kittens are more susceptible than adult
dogs and cats. Young pets can get parasites from their mothers and from living
with other infected dogs or cats.
Healthy, well-fed pets may have an
intestinal parasite infection without showing any physical signs. However, watch
for the following:
• a change in appetite
• coughing
• diarrhea (sometimes with blood)
• weight loss
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• skin irritation and itching
• a rough or dry coat
• an overall poor appearance
A dog may scoot his bottom across the
ground or carpet when infected with tapeworms, because the worm segments are
irritating to the skin around the anus. If
you suspect the presence of parasites, consult your vet and request a fecal check.
Once the specific parasites are identified, proper treatment can begin. Your vet
may prescribe pills, shots, powders, or
liquids, depending on the parasite
involved. Many of the medications are
easy to administer. Your vet will advise
you if you can give medication to your
pet at home. Do not use over-the-counter
deworming preparations—they are not
effective against all types of parasites.
Most treatments take only a few days;
however, periodic testing is necessary to
be sure that all intestinal parasites have
been eliminated. A fecal sample should
be examined three to four weeks after
treatment. You should wash your pet’s
bedding and clean his living environment to prevent reinfection. Keep
your pet away from areas where
other animals have relieved themselves. Dispose of your own pet’s
bowel movements as quickly as
possible, and keep your pet and
his environment clean.
A fecal check (a microscopic
examination of your pet’s feces) as part
of your pet’s annual wellness exam is
good preventative medicine.
(Source: American Animal Hospital
Association)

Maxwell Wants Your Love!
Darling
Maxwell started
life like many
puppies… cherished and happy,
until his owners
grew bored with
him and sent
him out the front
door! Once
warm, well-fed, and loved, Maxwell found
himself looking for food in garbage cans
and chasing cars in his neighborhood.
Max is a mellow, incredibly loving
dog who has missed the “brass ring” of
an adoption for months now. Who knows
why he hasn’t been chosen? Max is hand-

some, mindful, polite, and excellent on a
leash. Could it be that people detect his
increasing sadness and look at happier
dogs? How lonely Max must feel when
his adoption show dog friends change but
he remains. Max is a SUPER dog who
needs someone to love him for the rest of
his life. He probably would do best in a
home with older children (because he is
desperate for loving attention) and a
fenced yard. No more car chasing for our
Max! If you have a home without a dog
and want to fill it up more than you can
imagine, please contact us about Max. He
may be the best thing that ever happened
to you. He’s waiting to show you!

IN MEMORY….Eugenie
“Ninie” Murray
by Judy McClain
With the passing of Ninie Murray on
December 9, 2003, animals lost a true
friend. Ninie was well known in the animal welfare community, primarily as an
active member of the SPCA/HS of Prince
George’s County for 29 years before
retiring. Ninie always found ways to protect animals, whether through lobbying
for legislation to benefit animals, conducting cruelty investigations as a
humane officer, or teaching humans to be
more compassionate. Ninie also was
instrumental in establishing the SPCA
Spay Neuter Clinic in Prince George’s
County. Her motto was, “We are here for
the animals.” Ninie, we miss you and
thank you on behalf of the animals. Your
legacy will continue.

USE IT OR LOSE IT…
The Chain Collar
Visitors to our adoption shows will see
every dog is in a chain “choke” collar
(except puppies and some dogs requiring
a different method of control). The simple chain collar is an easy, inexpensive,
“must-have” for a dog’s safety, if used
properly. It’s NOT for choking!
A correctly used chain/choke collar
tightens and releases in quick “spurts” as
the dog handler is walking. On the whole,
dogs are quickly trained to respond to
corrections, leading to better communication with and control of the dog.
But even more importantly, a chain
collar can save your dog’s life. Too often
dogs slip out of cloth collars. If a dog is
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MISBEHAVING DOG? TRY IGNORING HIM!
Don’t give your dog eye contact. Ignoring a dog is a powerful way to assert your pack
leadership and to signal your disapproval. Other tips:
• Don’t shove or push the dog away physically. He may interpret this as play.
• Don’t shout at the dog. The dog might not “get” the
reason for your anger. Cool off, then positively engage
the dog in an activity such as chewing a toy instead
of a shoe.
• Don’t pet a misbehaving dog. Dogs know how
to wear down resistance so that people stroke in
exasperation. Don’t let your dog win that game!
Instead…
Reward for good behavior. A small treat given immediately after your dog correctly
responds to a single command will reinforce good behavior. Ultimately, replace treats with
praise.
Remember: if YOU like praise, so does your dog! Use it as a tool and you’ll see
positive results.

properly fitted with a chain collar, so that
the “tail” is no more than three inches
when taut (behind the dog’s ears and
base of neck), the dog will not get away
from you…unless you drop the leash.
(Note: DAWG does not recommend
retractable leashes because they are not
hand-friendly, often break and tangle, and
have been known to injure people.)
Some training schools lead graduates to
believe training collars aren’t important
after training. (And some foolishly also
say that a well-trained offleash dog will
never stray. That’s another topic for a
future newsletter.) We don’t agree! There’s
always a chance a dog will do what a dog
wants to do, especially if a squirrel darts
across his path. Dogs can back out of even
the tightest cloth collar when resisting or
straining. A properly fitted chain collar,
used ONLY while walking on a leash, will
not allow a dog to escape a handler.
If you have a dog with a possible tendency toward spinal or other physical
problems, or if you have a puppy, you
may have to seek an alternate manner of
securing a dog. Don’t hesitate to do so,
because one second’s accidental freedom
could cost your dog his life.

INNOCENTS ABROAD…
Your dog has escaped!
Most dogs will accidentally escape their
homes during their lifetime. Be prepared
for that terrifying day by reading the following recommendations and taking the
appropriate steps today! They’re your
best chance of getting your dog back
safely and quickly.
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DAWG recommends that your dog
always wears a soft collar with an ID
tag. (Note that some people prefer to take
off the collar if crating, although they may
forget to put it back on). If your dog wears
a soft collar with an ID tag, please give
yourself a pat on the back…but read on
for common myths/mistakes that can give
you a false sense of security.
Any Collar Is OK
Yes…if checked every so often for a
proper fit and strong clasp. DAWG currently recommends adjustable snap col-

lars versus buckle collars that can become
loose. Note that the “two finger” rule
works well when fitting a dog’s collar;
i.e., allow for two fingers’ space between
collar and neck. If larger, tighten!
Dog’s Name on Collar
What’s wrong with that? You’ve told a
potential thief the name of the dog, and
also used precious tag space on nonessential information. Better to imprint
your last name and all phone numbers
including cell and vacation home numbers if your dog escapes a dog sitter or
relative when you’re away.
One Tag for a Lifetime
This theory only works if a dog
n ever move s ! Tags deteriorate because
of friction and scratches from branch-

es and even the leash. Best to use a
l a rge, dark color for the tag, rather than
s i l ver or gold that cannot be read when
scratched. ID information must be clear
to be eff e c t ive. Make sure you check
the tag frequently. Better yet, print sev-

Please support us TODAY, so we can help dogs when they need us!
Donation of:
❏ $25
❏ $50
❏ Other: $ ________
❏ Annual pledge of $________ payable (select one) monthly or quarterly
❏ Credit donation of $________ (go to www.networkforgood.org and select Best
Dawg Rescue/DAWG).
❏ Gift of a security (please contact us at dawg@dawg-rescue.org to provide additional information)
❏ Other: Please explain: _____________________________________________
(please print)

❏ In (Circle one) memory or honor of: _____________________________________
Notification to: _____________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________
Your name: ________________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________
Telephone: ________________________________________________________
Interested in helping in other ways? Don’t forget purchasing online through
iGive.com. If interested in volunteering, please contact us at dawg@dawg-rescue.org.
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eral at one time so you can replace the
tags as they wear. Even better, attach
TWO tags on the collar, so that one
may remain if the other falls off or is
illegible.
Any Hook Will Do
The hook provided by the ID tag manufacturer may not be secure enough!
Often the flimsy “o” rings provided by
most tag companies can separate or easily pull off. Hardware stores stock
heavy-duty “o” or “s” hooks that have
the strength to hold. A lways check the
collar to ensure the tag is tightly
secured!
Isn’t Microchipping Enough?
Sure…if your dog makes it to a shelter
that checks for chips. Better to have an
ID collar on the dog that can be read, so
your dog can be safely and quickly
returned.

We borrowed the title of a book by Mark
Twain, who loved
d ogs. Twain
wrote in his
b i og ra p h y,
“Heaven goes by
favor. If it went
by merit, you
would stay out
and your dog
would go in.”

IGIVE, SHE GIVES, We All
Can GIVE Through IGIVE!
IGIVE is a painless way to help support
DAWG. By clicking on DAWG’s website’s iGive icon, you are instantly in
touch with almost 500 retailers that will
give up to 26% of your purchase’s price
back to DAWG. Armchair shopping is
the way to go…especially if you can
help our dogs!

Mark Your Calendar
DAWG’s 1st Birthday Celebration August 8, 2004,
at Greenbelt Park. We hope adopters, volunteers,
supporters, and friends will join us!

Our grateful thanks to…
PETCO (Beltsville, Bowie, Ellicott City,
Laurel, and Rockville stores) for sponsoring our weekly adoption shows; and
College Park Animal Hospital, Preston
Country Club for Dogs, and Reisterstown
Boarding Kennel for extraordinary care
and services at reduced rates that help
DAWG dogs get well and live well until
adopted.
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Visit us at www.dawg-rescue.org
Remember that United Way/CFC has a moratorium on approving nonprofit organizations in 2004. We need your help more than ever!

